Chateau Juvenal Pre-Shipment Offer
Our recent tasting of the new releases confirmed the continuing upward trajectory of the Juvenal
portfolio with another new wine this year – a fabulous Vacqueyras – and an important price
reduction for the top wine, Perseides, even though 2016 is a far superior vintage.
Several of the wines are organic and the rest are on their way. The quality is exceptionally high once
again – the Grenache is especially good in 2016 so the 2016 Perseides with its rich, focussed fruit
that could almost be mistaken for a Grand Cru Burgundy (and, as such, is a remarkable bargain)
should not be overlooked by anyone who likes to experience the essence of the variety at its very
best. Most of the wines already have a strong following and more information can be found on the
website but special mention should be made of the new Vacqueyras cuvée which has been artfully
aged in oak and shows remarkable finesse along with some delightful cherry fruit. A fabulous wine.
Most of the wines have not yet been rated but we have included scores where known.
All wines are packed (and priced) in cases of 6x75cl. Prices in bold are per case with the price in
brackets showing how much the wines will cost per bottle once duty and VAT have been added. The
“will be” price shows how much the wine will cost when it is in stock. Please note that we do not
generally import rosé that has not been ordered as part of the pre-shipment offer.

New releases
2018 Ventoux Blanc ‘Ribes de Vallat’ £45/case (£11.60/bottle DPD, will be £13)
80% Clairette (aged in stainless steel)/20% Viognier (aged in barrique). Organic.
2018 Ventoux Rosé ‘Ribes de Vallat’ £33/case (£9.20/bottle DPD, will be £10)
50% Grenache/50% Cinsault, aged in stainless steel. Organic.
2016 Ventoux Rouge ‘Ribes de Vallat’ £39/case (£10.40/bottle DPD, will be £12)
70% Grenache/30% Syrah, aged in stainless steel. Organic.
93/100 (Jeb Dunnock)
2017 Vacqueyras £66/case (equivalent to £15.80/bottle DPD, will be £18)
Grenache/Syrah, barrique aged.
2016 Vin de France ‘Perseides’ £90/case (equivalent to £20.60/bottle DPD, list price £23.50)
100% Grenache. Aged in stainless steel. Organic.
94/100 (Jeb Dunnock)
Other wines
2017 Ventoux Blanc ‘Ribes de Vallat’ IN STOCK (£12.60/bottle)
80% Clairette (aged in stainless steel)/20% Viognier (aged in barrique). Organic.
2016 Ventoux ‘La Terre du Petit Homme’ IN STOCK (£15/bottle)
50% Grenache (aged in stainless steel)/50% Syrah (aged in barrique). Organic.
92/100 (Wine Advocate)
2016 Beaumes-de-Venise IN STOCK (£13.80/bottle)
80% Grenache/20% Syrah, aged in stainless steel.

